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Process-oriented pedagogies - arose in opposition to formalist instruction that emphasize outlining, 
the modes of discourse, and the five paragraph theme and regard sentences and paragraphs as 
building blocks for the essay p. 261 

Process-oriented teachers - often uncomfortable teaching form, fearing students will approach 
writing in formulaic ways p. 261 

Coe - writing is a forming process where decisions about form should be made considering purpose, 
audience and rhetorical situation p.261 

Form in discourse - concerns the way in which the mind perceives infinitely complex relationships 
and constructs discourse p. 262 

In the past two decades there has been a conflict between a traditional formal approach and a 
renewed process approach p. 262 

Traditional formal approach - taught good form such as sentence structure, paragraph structure, 
etc. (p.262) 

The problem - formalists only told students what to do, not also how to do it p.263 

Process approach - focused on how writers create, think, feel and verbalize to enable writing, how 
social processes and contexts influence the shaping and interpreting of texts p.262 

The strongest pedagogical conflict - between those who emphasize writing as a learning process 
and those who emphasize writing as a communicative process p. 263 

Process writing - as a means of learning tend to emphasize underlying mental processes and 
techniques for destructuring invention, for enabling unconscious processes p.263 

Radical epistemological shift is encouraged - to begin thinking of our minds as open systems, as 
structures and flows of information that pass thru our brains p.263 

Neo-classicists - for them, ideas exist first, then we dress them in socially conventional words and 
forms 
Neo-romantics - operate in terms of form and content dichotomy. Form grows organically to fit the 
shape of the subject p.264 

Two major influences on classroom practice: 
• The traditional formal approach 
• The Expressionist process approach p.264 

Traditional Formal Approach: 
• Avoided questions of substance by defining content as outside the field of composition 
• Approach ignores content to teach form p.265 

Expressionist process writing: 
• Avoided questions of substance by placing content within students 
• Removes constraints, creating contexts and processes thru which students can express 

themselves p.264 
• Allows form to develop organically 

Schultz - the very act of enabling content, of encouraging student writers to write about what 
concerns them, does create the potential of writing as a liberating social act of self-discovery p.265 

I.A. Richards - avoid traditional mistakes such as bad analogies, which lead us to misconceive the 
relation of form to content p.266 
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